Your private palace
in Paris
La Résidence Paris is a secret place that offers the best
of a top Parisian palace and of a classical ‘Hotel
Particulier’. The space, quietness and security of a
beautiful property surrounded by its 1500 sq. m garden,
yet at the epicenter of West Paris.
This is the ideal place for people looking for
discretion, security & space while being at the
epicenter of the fashionable west of Paris.

www.laresidenceparis.com
gm@laresidenceparis.com

SPACE & COMFORT
–
This 800 sq. m private palace, formerly owned by a
famous French singer, has been refurbished to combine art
and practical comfort and allow flexibility between privacy
and open spaces .
It features four guestrooms, accessible by elevator,
including two spacious suites enjoying magnificent views
on the 1500 sq. m private garden.
There is also the possibility to have in-house private staff
inside the property within a two-bedrooms apartment.

www.laresidenceparis.com

AMENITIES &
SERVICES
–

La Résidence Paris is organized to offer all the services
needed, the amenities expected, and the extras deserved.
Each bathroom is redefined into a healthy sensory
experience with SkinJay. Its natural essential oils capsules
turn your shower into a true spa. For business convenience,
meeting rooms have been set up to welcome confidential
unlimited talks.
La Résidence Paris is a children friendly house. Babysitting
service and baby equipment are available anytime
during the stay.

Nothing is left to chance in terms of comfort and services.
The house is cigar friendly and perfect for wine lovers. A
selection is stored in a wine cellar available at a competitive
price, as all F&B.

www.laresidenceparis.com

SECURITY & PRIVACY
–
At La Résidence Paris, as a client you will have all the privacy
needed and can not be seen. Nestled within a 1500 sq. m
garden fully privatized and going along with pieces of art
and beautiful flowers, the Villa has a high level of
security while providing comfort of two suites and
two deluxe rooms.
A newly installed security system and potentially a security
team who possesses its own independent on-site
accommodation can be in place. The house is equipped with
connected defibrillators.
The secret entrance is keeping the place private in shelters
of the glances. Guests can drive directly to the property
without stepping out in the street. The swimming-pool can
be used 24/24, even naked! Anytime, such as all the other
facilities: Fitness room, Sauna, Massage room.

www.laresidenceparis.com

ART & TECHNOLOGY
–
The trendiest artists inhabit La Résidence Paris: JR, Maurizio
Toffoletti, Guillaume Piéchaud, Olivier Dassault, Demarchez,
Ruben Brulat, Henri Dimont have left their marks and used
their talent to create a unique visual universe.
Gathering paintings and photographs of modern art from the
sharpest artists, La Résidence Paris Collection creates a travel
through different worlds: from the point of view of Thomas
Eigel to the brush of Georges Braque.
A library with hundreds of rare books in French and
English welcomes all book lovers.

For music lovers, real melomans will appreciate the cuttingedge technology sound system by Devialet, the best in the
world. TVs are connected to English, Russian, Arabic,
Spanish,… channels.

www.laresidenceparis.com

The Wrinkles of the City, Los Angeles, EchoPark, USA, 2011 - JR

THE TEAM
–
La Résidence Paris has for ambition to offer the most
exclusive comfort and hospitality to its guests. The onsite
staff of La Résidence Paris is here to ensure the best
customer experience at home and in Paris. Indeed, Fabien,
our house manager will be at your disposal to answer all your
requests.

The caring staff provide guests the best and discrete
service possible at all time during the stay. Guests can
choose to have a chef or cook themselves, to have a coach
or exercise themselves !

On top of that, the initiator and owner of the property, Mr.
Ott renown Hotelier and Owner of ‘La Résidence Paris’
summarized its philosophy: “I wanted a retreat in Paris, a
hideaway place in the center for people who trust that
luxury is peace, security and intimacy”.

www.laresidenceparis.com

La Résidence Paris welcomes
you to discover the ultimate
luxury experience and enjoy an
unique stay in thecapital.

Do not hesitate to contact us
reservations@laresidenceparis.com
+33 (0)7 76 84 82 77

